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Abstract: This paper presents an algorithm for the fully automatic mesh generation for the1

finite element analysis of ships and offshore structures. The quality requirements on the mesh2

generator are imposed by the acceptance criteria of the classification societies as well as the3

need to avoid shear locking when using low degree shell elements. The meshing algorithm4

will be generating quadrilateral dominated meshes (consisting of quads and triangles) and the5

mesh quality requirements mandate that quadrilaterals with internal angles close to 90◦ are to6

be preferred. The geometry is described by a dictionary containing points, rods, surfaces and7

openings. The first part of the proposed method consist of an algorithm to automatically clean8

the geometry. The corrected geometry is then meshed by the frontal Delaunay mesh generator as9

implemented in the gmsh package. We present a heuristic method to precondition the cross field10

of the frontal quadrilateral mesher. Also the influence of the order in which the plates are meshed11

will be explored as a preconditioning step.12

Keywords: mesh generation; quad dominated surface meshes; finite element analysis; shell13

elements;14

1. Introduction15

This paper is concerned with automatic mesh generation in the process of the16

structural analysis of ships and off-shore structures. The ship structural analysis by17

the finite element method is governed by the acceptance criteria of the classification18

societies [1]. One of the possibilities to describe an input geometry, for a large class19

of such structures, is by the use of a dictionary of elements. The dictionaries which20

we will be considering in this paper consist of points, rods, surfaces, and openings.21

The points in the dictionary describe positions where the loads (for the finite element22

analysis) are going to be applied or the measurements are going to be taken. Rods23

describe the panel stiffeners or pillars. The set of surfaces will consist of three types of24

entities: web surfaces (parallelograms with one dimension much smaller than the other),25

regular surfaces (convex quadrilaterals defined by four co-planar nodes) and warped26

surfaces (closed loop surface defined by four corners which need not be co-planar) [2,3].27

The preconditioning method which we are going to describe extends and improves the28

meshing algorithm from [4]. The algorithm from [4], called pyREMAKEmsh, is designed29

for the dictionaries that do not contain the warped surfaces. The present algorithm is30

extended to include the warped surfaces and also to improve the quality of the mesh by31

further preconditioning of the geometry. Our algorithm is intended for full automatic32

meshing of details of ship structures (such as superstructures, decks, ...) according to the33

rules of classification societies.34

In a typical situation a description of a geometry by a dictionary of elements contains35

many modeling inconsistencies such as overlapping plates or plates not in contact. Note36
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that a stiffened panel as a constructive element is modeled by a plate (shell) in contact37

with a rod or a web surface. The constructed mesh should not contain any hanging38

nodes. However, it can happen, due to modeling inconsistency, that e.g. a stiffener or39

a web surface does not overlap with a panel (model by a regular surface) which it is40

suppose to stiffen. Removing such modeling irregularities is fundamental both for the41

use of meshing algorithms which require that the surfaces are described as closed loop42

surfaces as well as by the subsequent finite element discretization procedures which43

require that there are no hanging nodes in the mesh, [2,5]. The algorithm from [4] utilized44

boolean operations (with a tolerance) from openCASCADE geometric kernel to solve45

this problem. The points in the dictionary represent locations where loads are applied or46

measurements are taken and so they need to be a part of the final mesh. This further47

complicates the meshing task. The requirements on a mesher can be summed up as:48

• The elements with angles less than 45◦ and more than 135◦ should be avoided49

• In the high stress areas such as e.g. web surfaces, the use of triangular elements50

should be avoided.51

• The use of triangular shell elements should be kept to the minimum52

• Quadrilateral shell elements with high aspect ratio as well as distorted elements53

should be avoided - aspect ratio for quadrilaterals is to be kept close to 1 but should54

not exceed 3 for 4 node elements and should not exceed 5 for 3 node elements55

(triangles).56

• Web surfaces should be modeled with at least four elements allong the shorter57

dimension, and ideally with precisely four elements.58

These requirements pose a challenge for implementing fully automatic meshing routines.59

Namely, these rules most often pose local linear constraints on the mesh and as such60

clash with the geometry optimization algorithms which search for globally optimal61

tessellations, see [5]. We relax those restrictions in order to accommodate more complex62

geometries typically encountered in ship structural analysis.63

Let us briefly review the available results concerning fully automatic mesh gener-64

ation for ship structural analysis. Meshes based on quadrilateral elements can either65

be generated directly by an advancing front algorithm, see [6] or by a hierarchical grid-66

based subdivision methods, [7]. In this paper we explore a third option, which the67

construction of a quadrilateral dominated mesh by a recombination of triangular mesh,68

[8,9]. An algorithm based on the preconditioned Blossom recombination approach [9]69

has been implemented in the pyREMAKEmsh algorithm presented in [4]. The method70

was designed for dictionaries which only contained co-planar plates. It was based on71

the control of the cross field, [10], using the insertion of virtual stiffeners. The virtual72

stiffeners are used to split a plate with which they intersect, but are not included in the73

dictionary as 1D elements.74

In this approach it is necessary that the original triangular mesh be generated so75

that a recombination yields a regular quadrilateral mesh. Quadrilateral elements in gmsh76

are generated indirectly by the perfect matching algorithm based on the graph theoretic77

Blossom algorithm [9,11]. A default implementation starts from a standard Delaunay78

advancing front algorithm implemented in the L2 metric. An important extension and79

improvement to the Blossom algorithm based quadrilateral mesh generation is realized80

by adapting the triangular advancing front mesher so that the generated triangular mesh81

can be efficiently matched into a regular quadrilateral mesh. It is achieved by modifying82

the advancing front Delaunay mesh generator with the change of norm from L2 to the83

L∞ norm. It is a geometric fact that an equilateral triangle in the L∞ norm is in fact the84

right angle isosceles triangle, whereas an equilateral triangle in the L2 (Euclidean) norm85

has internal angles equal to 60◦, see [12]. With this change of norm the triangles which86

are generated by the Delaunay algorithm will tend to be closer to right angle triangles87

and so will be amenable to good recombination into a regular quadrilateral mesh, see88

[12].89
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Figure 1. Input dictionary describing the geometry. It consist of points, rods, and co-planar plates
(convex quadrilaterals which are a subset of a plane).

Figure 2. Meshing using the preconditioned gmsh algorithm Packing for Parallelograms from [13]

In this paper we will present a geometry improvement algorithm which can tackle90

geometries containing warped plates. The algorithm is based on the processing pipeline91

which utilizes boolean operations in the 3D geometry kernel OpenCASCADE to correct92

the geometry errors and to enforce local linear constraints. Further, we will introduce93

a preprocessing step to make the results of the meshing algorithm repeatable and to94

control the mesh quality.95

The makeup of the paper is as follows. We will first present materials and methods96

where we will describe the challenges and the necessary modifications to the algorithm97

necessary to be able to tackle warped plates. We will then present results of the applica-98

tions of these algorithm to two characteristic examples from engineering practice. In the99

discussion section we will present statistical evaluation of the preprocessing algorithm.100

2. Materials and Methods101

Many modern quadrilateral meshing algorithms are designed around the notion102

of the cross field, [10]. This is a heuristic function defined based on the geometry and103

it models the preferred orientation of the mesh. For quadrilateral mesh generating104

algorithm this is taken to be parallel to the boundaries of the domain. Frontal meshing105

algorithms propagate this cross field from the boundaries towards the interior of a106
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surface. The new point is inserted in a mesh so that it forms an equilateral triangle107

with two nearest previously inserted nodes. In the quad oriented algorithm, one uses108

the L∞ norm, and so the equilateral triangle is actually isosceles with an angle close109

to the right-angle. These triangles can then be optimally matched into quadrilaterals110

using the graph theoretic approach which minimizes the measure of the departure of111

a quad (a pair of triangles) from regularity. Furthermore, the unmatched triangle will112

be pushed by the marching front to the boundary. In what follows we will describe the113

basic properties of the algorithm and our method of imposing further line restriction on114

the mesh by the addition of the virtual stiffeners (rods) to the model. Let us note that115

full recombination of the mesh is not always desirable since it might lead to the reduced116

quality of the quadrilaterals. The Blossom and the simple recombination algorithms117

will leave some triangles in the mesh in the case when recombining all the triangles118

would lead to low quality quads (either by the aspect ratio or angle criterion). In such119

cases, to generate full-quad meshes the full-quad recombination algorithm is used. The120

algorithm performs a subdivision of the elements, followed by the further recombination121

and smoothing. The smoothing is performed using the Lloyd’s algorithm, and then the122

whole sequence is repeated until all of the triangles have been matched [13]. We will123

employ the full recombination algorithm only in the case when the returned mixed mesh124

has more than 5% triangles. Even then, we will return both meshes and raise the flag125

that the processing pipeline did not produce a mesh which meets all of the constraints.126

We will see that the fully recombined mesh forces the satisfaction of requirement for127

almost no triangles at the expense of reducing the quality of the quadrilateral mesh.128

To this end, let us rigorously define the mesh quality measures which we will
be using to check the compliance with the rules of the classification societies. For a
quadrilateral q with internal angles αi(q), i = 1, · · · , 4 we define the quality measure

η(q) = max
[

1− 2
π

max
i

[∣∣π
2
− αi(q)

∣∣], 0
]

.

This quality measure is equal to one for the perfect rectangle and it is zero in the presence
of angles which are less than zero or greater than the straight angle (a non-convex
quadrangle). Let now T be the mixed tesselation consisting of quadrilaterals and
triangles. The set T is a disjoint union of the set of all quadrilaterals Tq and the set of all
triangles Tt in the mesh. To define the stopping criterion we we introduce the following
measures. Here | · | marks the cardinality of a finite set. The average η for the tesselation
T is defined by

η(T ) = 100
|Tq| ∑

q∈Tq

η(q).

The percentage of quadrilaterals with angles between 80◦ and 100◦ in T is marked with

ξ(T ) = 100
|{q ∈ Tq : 80◦ ≤ αi(q) ≤ 100◦, i = 1, 2, 3, 4}|

|T |

and the measure of the portion of the triangles in the mesh is defined as τ(T ) =129

100(1− |Tt |
|T | ). Finally, we define the quantity δ(T ) as the percentage of irregular elements.130

Those are quadrilaterals with aspect ration larger than 3, quads with at least one angle131

less than 10◦ and more than 170◦. Distorted triangles are triangles with aspect ratio 1 : 5132

or more or with one internal angle less than 10◦ and more than 170◦.133

The controls which we use to improve the control the number of nodes used to134

resolve circular boundaries, and the resolution of the web surface. A hard constraint135

on the number of elements per smaller dimension of the web surface is at least four. To136

enforce this constraint we split each of the web surfaces along the shorter dimension into137

four strips. We use the integer vector µ = (n1, n2, n3, n4) to denote the rule with which a138
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web surface is split into strips. As a result the web surface will be split into strips with139

height ratio n1 : n2 : n3 : n4.140

Since boolean operations are not defined for spline surfaces, the warped elements141

are appended at the end of the list of surfaces. These are to be distinguished from the142

web surfaces which are defined as regular parallelograms and are meshed first. Further,143

it has been noted that the resulting mesh does depend on the order in which the surfaces144

have been meshed. To this end we sort the regular surfaces, after boolean operations to145

correct the geometry have been performed, according to the descending η(·).146

Algorithm 1 Preconditioning the Packing for Parallelograms algorithm from [13]

Require: A dictionary describing the geometry and the tolerance tol.
1: Split each web surface without openings along the smaller dimension into 4 surfaces

(µ = (1, 1, 1, 1)).
2: Split each web surface with at least one opening along the smaller dimension in the

four strips with the ratio n1 : n2 : n3 : n4 so that all openings are contained in the
middle two strips.

3: Define the openings as surfaces and introduce them into geometry using boolean
operations from the CAD kernel.

4: Subdivide plates which are co-planar with rods.
5: Index surfaces so that a quadrilateral q with larger η(q) comes before the one with

the smaller.
6: Index warped surfaces so that they are appended at the and of the list of surfaces.
7: Introduce Virtual Stiffeners around openings on web surfaces
8: Generate the mesh T of the geometry G using Packing for Parallelograms with the

simple recombination algorithm.
9: Compute τ(Tµ)

10: if τ(Tµ) ≥ tol then
11: Return T and the success flag.
12: else
13: Return the mesh T
14: Return the fine mesh T f obtained using the full recombination algorithm with

refinement and smoothing.
15: Return the fail flag.
16: end if

We compare the performance of an algorithm using this statistical criterion. Recall,147

there are hard constraints that the elements should have internal angles between 45◦148

and 135◦ and that we are allowed up to 5% triangles in the mesh. We will relax this149

criterion in that we will measure the percentage of quadrilaterals in the mesh which150

satisfy this criterion. Also, we will extend this into the target function which accounts151

for the regular quadrilaterals (having the internal angles between 80◦ and 100◦) and the152

overall percentage of the mesh covered by quadrilaterals.153

3. Results154

In this section we will present results of measuring the quality indicators for four155

geometries denoted by dictionaries with co-planar plates G1 and G2 and two dictionaries156

which also contain the warped plates W1 and W2. The geometry G1 is presented on157

Figure 1, whereas the geometries G2, W1 and W2 are presented on the figures 3 and 4.158

The results will be summarized in a tables. We will also present details of some of159

the geometries. for instance on the geometries from Figure 1 and 3 we will be particularly160

concerned in the way in which the girders with holes have been resolved under the hard161

restriction of four elements per girder height. On the geometries with warped plates162

from Figure 4, we will concentrate on the effect of the cross-field – which will follow the163

warping of the plates – on the regularity of the mesh.164
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Figure 3. Geometry G2

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Input geometries with warped plates W1 on figure(a) and W2 on figure (b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. A comparison of the meshes for a web surface with openings from the geometry G2.
We see that the full recombination algorithm produces an almost fully quadrilateral mesh, but
the quality of the mesh, as measured by the SIGE indicator, for the full recombination algorithm
is lower. In figure (a) we have the mesh generated by pyREMAKmsh and in Figure (b) the fully
recombined mesh.

Table 1. Quality measures for the studied geometries. Algorithm: Preconditioned algorithm
Packing for Parallelograms

Geometry dictionary η(T ) ξ(T ) τ(T ) δ(T ) |T |
G1 93 80 96 1.77 11, 916
G2 91 67 90 2.11 6, 549
W1 91 61 89 1.7 5, 405
W2 88 61 91 6.17 11, 683

As a comparison we present, exemplary, the results for the mesh produced by165

applying the full recombination algorithm. Our experiments on the five industry relevant166

geometries of varying complexities show that the number of triangles in the mesh is167

much smaller, but the number of regular quadrilaterals is reduced significantly and168

the overall number of elements can be almost double (see Tables 1 and 2). On Figure169

5-(b) we see that even when the full recombination algorithm is used, preconditioning170

the geometry by virtual stiffeners and adapting the splitting of the web surface so that171

openings are in the two central strips limits the propagation of the effect of the smoothing172

algorithm which reduced the number of triangles in the full recombination approach.173

Table 2. Quality measures for the studied geometries. Algorithm: Full recombination algorithm
with smoothing.

Geometry dictionary η(T ) ξ(T ) τ(T ) δ(T ) |T |
G1 86 67 99.8 15.45 19, 489
G2 78 52 99.9 31.54 13, 386
W1 82 49 99.5 8.05 10, 504
W2 79 46 100 24.78 21, 848

Let us now compare the meshes generated by the preconditioned Packing for174

Parallelograms algorithm followed by a simple recombination as implemented in175

pyREMAKEmsh from [4] with the mesh obtained using the full recombination algorithm176

with smoothing, [13,14]. We are comparing the meshes of the web surface with openings177

using the SIGE (signed inverse gradient error for the finite element solution) indicator178

from gmsh, [3]. Elements marked by the lower SIGE indicator (color code from blue to179

green) do not meet the SIGE quality criterion. The elements marked in red are on the180

other hand of the highest quality.181
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. A comparison of the meshing algorithm on an example of a superstructure of a large
yacht (geometry G3). The detail of the web surfaces is compared using the SIGE indicator. In figure
(a) we have the mesh generated by pyREMAKmsh and in Figure (b) the fully recombined mesh.

4. Discussion and a conclusion182

Let us now consider a more involved geometry describing a superstructure of a183

large yacht. This geometry will be denoted by G3 and is depicted on Figures A1 and184

A2. The generated mesh will have more than hundred thousand elements and we report185

the quality measures for the preconditioned recombination and the full recombination186

algorithms.187

Table 3. The mesh quality of the superstructure of a large yacht (geometry G3).

Geometry dictionary G3 η(T ) ξ(T ) τ(T ) δ(T ) |T |
pyREMAKEmsh 94 78 94 1.95 128, 053

Full recombination 85 60 99.8 18.37 232, 720

The geometry, together with a detail of the performance of two algorithms on the188

web surfaces is presented in the Figure 6.189

We see that the pyREMAKEmsh algorithm typically achieves the quality restrictions as190

posed by the classification societies. It should be noted that on smaller size challenging191

geometries (containing web surfaces with many openings) it is possible that the pre-192

conditioned Packing for Parallelograms algorithm (as implemented in pyREMAKEmsh can193

have as many as 10% triangles (geometries G2, W1 and W2). However, those triangles do194

not affect, as measured by the SIGE indicator, the high stress area adversely. On the other195

hand, the full recombination algorithm can achieve and almost exclusively quadrilateral196

mesh at the expense of a lower element quality. This can in particularly be seen in Table197

2 where the number of degenerate elements can be as high as 20%. Furthermore, the198

SIGE criterion shows that these lower quality elements can be found in a high stress area199

such as web surfaces. Also, on an example of a large geometry (120,000 elements for the200

pyREMAKEmsh algorithm and almost twice as many for the full recombination algorithm)201

we see that pyREMAKEmsh can produce the meshes with as few as less than 5 % triangles.202

Finally, let us not that the accuracy of the finite element solution for typical low203

degree shell elements can sometimes be reduced by more than 20% when elements204

whose internal angles are far away from the right angle are used. This is the reason205

why we have opted to return both a fully recombined mesh as well as a preconditioned206

quadrilateral mesh with the warning flag raised. It will be future work to perform a full207

empirical parametric study of the relationship between the lowest angle in the mesh208

and the accuracy of the finite element approximation for various types of appropriate209

shell elements. Also, a study of different (non standard) shell elements which might210

have a lesser dependence on the geometry of the mesh might prove to be a viable (albeit211

nonstandard) alternative.212
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Figure A1. A pyREMAKEmsh mesh for G3.
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Abbreviations231

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:232

233

SIGE signed inverse gradient error for the finite element solution
web surface a parallelogram with one dimension much smaller than the other
regular surface quadrilateral defined by four co-planar corners
warped surfaces generalized quadrilateral defined by four not co-planar corners

234

Appendix A235

We present on Figure A1 the full mesh of the geometry G3 as produced by the236

pyREMAKmsh algorithm and the mesh produced by the full recombination algorithm on237

Figure A2238
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Figure A2. A full recombination mesh for G3.
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